Community foundation awards local grants

By TAYLOR MURCHISON-GALLAGHER

State Rep. Rob Sampson (R-80) voted to restore funding to the Medicare Savings Plan (MSP) during a special session of the Connecticut General Assembly on Monday, Jan. 8. In a press release from his office, Sampson outlined the reasons for his vote.

"Connecticut’s only hope for surviving this fiscal crisis is prioritization," he said in the release. "Providing assistance to our most vulnerable residents is always a priority for me. Our seniors have worked long and hard. Their golden years should not be burdened with difficulties and uncertainty regarding their healthcare."

MSP provides financial assistance to nearly 113,000 Connecticut seniors and disabled individuals who rely on these funds to pay for Medicare co-insurance, deductibles and premiums. The program, administered to qualified individuals based on income eligibility limits, was set to be reduced to match federal eligibility limits. Prior to passage of the current budget, Connecticut was one of five states that exceeded federal eligibility limits. Prior to passage of the current budget, Connecticut was one of five states that exceeded federal eligibility limits. Had funding not been restored, some recipients would have seen significant reductions in assistance while others would have become completely ineligible.

Sampson said that the Department of Social Services had pushed the implementation of the cuts from Jan. 1 to March 1, but Republicans felt that immediate action was needed.

"I am pleased that we were able to restore funding for this crucial program without resorting to tax increases, but rather by making sensible cuts to an oversized state government," he said in the release.

Sampson said that he and his colleagues signed letters and petitioned for a special session to address the funding issues.
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If you want to further your nursing career in a compassionate, team-focused culture, look no further than Bristol Hospital. As the only Magnet-recognized hospital in central Connecticut, we support an environment of shared governance, professional advancement and outstanding patient care delivery. Attend our recruitment event to learn more about our open positions.

Thursday, February 1, 2018
12pm-7pm
Bristol Hospital, Hughes Auditorium
41 Brewster Road, Bristol, CT

The event will feature a welcome presentation with an overview of Bristol Hospital, facility tours and onsite interviews. Please bring your resume if available. Presentations at 12pm, 2pm, 4pm and 6pm.

Get more information bristolhospital.org/careers

Interested but can’t attend? Call: 860-585-3690